
Savol To'g'ri javob Javob 2 Javob 3 Javob 4

You are taller … Mary to than then ─

Mr. Dupont is … France a Frenchman the French An French

If she … Peter, he’ll stay has asked asks asked had asked

He can’t go to see her tonight. 

He hasn’t got … time.

some much many a

What …? Is she a lawyer? is she doing does she do does she she does

About half an hour … I saw 

Mr. Brown

before ago for since

As soon as I shut the front 

door I realized that I … my 

key in the house

was leaving had left have left left

He has watched TV… . morning this morning yesterday in the 

morning

everyday

Nobody … hungry. aren’t is isn’t are

We made dinner … . themselves ourselves ourself by himself

I... bought a chair for my 

apartment

himself myself by myself for myself

Here is a picture of … town 

where I lived.

─ the a an

We are grateful … you … a 

wonderful trip.

At/to To/for -/for With/on

The company informed … us 

… their new model.

for/about -/about To/of -/of

Our customers have seen the 

pumps … the plant and are 

quite pleased … their 

operation.

at/of at/with on/with on/for

... time ... time, I really enjoy 

an evening at home.

at/to from/to on/to with/by

They asked me to look ….. 

their flat while they were on 

holiday

for after before on

Ann and Nick are friends, …? is he aren’t they isn’t he are they

I can make breakfast … . himself myself he self ourselves

What do you spend most 

money….? Your flat rent or 

entertainment?

at on by for

I … many children in the 

garden now.

have seen see am seeing is seeing

Where is … yellow tie? It is 

on … bed.

─/the the/the an/the a/the

Ted and Nick looked for … 

dog for a long time. They 

found a little one, but it 

wasn’t … .

their/ours their/theirs his/its our/their



Ten thousand dollars …..a lot 

of money

has is are have

I have a little money, so I … 

go to the cinema.

need can must have to

What did you hear … the 

radio?

by on in at

There is a mistake … this 

sentence.

about in on at

This is … milk. … milk is in 

… cup.

a/─/the ─/the/the a/the/the the/the/a

These are very good exercises. 

Do … at home, please.

you them it their

Is your friend British or 

American? ……. He is 

Australian.

either neither both or

Who … Russian in class? have spoken speaks does speak do speak

 I wish I … to the cinema 

yesterday.

went had gone would go have gone

I wish the weather … nice 

now.

would be were is had been

He wishes he … much money 

now.

have had would have has

Everybody looked at the … 

girl.

have danced dancing has danced is danced

She put a plate of … fish in 

front of me.

had fried fried has fried frying

This is a church … many 

years ago.

is building built build building

He eats … fish most much many few

People need … oxygen for 

breathing.

no ─ some any

Do you like … apples? much ─ some any

There are … buses today and I 

can’t go shopping.

some no any −

I brought … books from the 

library.

not some any ─

Here are … books by English 

writers. Take … book you 

like.

some/some some/any any/any any/some

I can’t find my book … . I 

have looked all over the house

nowhere anywhere somewhere ─

What is the capital of 

Scotland?

Cardiff Edinburgh Liverpool Belfast

What is the capital of 

Northern Ireland?

Edinburgh Belfast Liverpool Cardiff



The teacher made him … the 

rule.

repeating repeat to repeat repeated

Don’t show this letter to … 

mother.

it your they hers

How many children do  the 

Taylors  have?

it they them their

... fruit we bought at the 

market was fresh.

─ the a an

All … exam papers are at the 

dean’s office.

students students’ student student’s

Jane is a friend of … . us ours you our

Mr. Lopes is a … policeman. more polite polite politely most polite

This house belonged … my 

grandfather.

into to on from

Has anybody asked … me 

while I was away?

after for in to

I am … loss, I don’t know 

what to do.

in at for with

Who … him yesterday? have seen saw has seen did see

We would like … to be more 

honest, so would her parents.

herself her she hers

Learning is … , but life 

without knowledge is even … 

.

harder/ hardest hard/ harder hard/ hard harder/ harder

No wonder Mary is cross with 

you. You … to her for quite a 

longtime.

aren’t writing haven’t written didn’t write hadn’t written

I can hardly remember 5 

words at a time.

Neither am I Neither can I So can I So am I

After a thorough examination 

the patient … to hospital.

are sent was sent had been sent were sent

I have not seen my sister for a 

long time. I will visit … 

tomorrow

there her them they

I hate spiders! I see … , I want 

to kill … .

they/can them/ them he/ him you/it

… wants to invite … to the 

party.

him/they he/her they/you her, /she

Dave took your pen. … put … 

in his pocket.

Our/mine He/it Him/them It/he

Abraham thought the movie 

was funny. … wants to watch 

… again tonight.

our/them he/it It/He him/it

Leo and you did a good job; 

you should be proud of....

he yourselves yourself themselves



In a cafeteria people help ... to 

the food they want

they themselves them their selves

Silvia couldn’t get into the 

house; she had locked ... out.

you herself by herself my herself

There are ... and toys on the 

floor.

booking books a books the books

... Pacific Ocean is the largest 

ocean on ... Earth.

An/the the/the ─/the a/the

... Earth is millions of 

kilometers from ... Sun.

a/the the/the ─/the a/─

She is very good at ... . paint painting a painting the painting

Could you give me ... of 

paper?

sheets a sheet sheet the sheet

Could you close ...., please? a doors the door a door door

... drive on the left-hand side 

in their country.

Britain The British British A British

Tell him ... . my the truth truth а truth

Great Britain consists of ... 

parts.

they are three a three the three

... have left London. Black the Browns Browns a Browns

Is there ... in the street? an school a school school the school

Is there ... for me? letters a letter the letter letter

... is the main modern art 

museum in London .

Tate Gallery’s The Tate 

Gallery

Tate Gallery A Tate 

Gallery

Russian people like ... . an tea tea a tea the tea

H e always said that when she 

grew up she wanted to be ... .

doctors a doctor doctoral the doctor

What ... girl! storing a strange strange the strange

… you ever … Herr Boschen 

sing his great German comic 

song?

do/ hear have/ heard had/ heard did/ hear

Where … the books by 

G.Gulom that I gave you 

yesterday?

have been are will be was

My dog … a lot but it… at the 

moment

was barking/ 

won’t bark

barks/ isn’t 

barking

is barking/ 

doesn’t bark

barked/ didn’t 

bark

We … already … twenty 

words

are…learning have…-/ learnt learned /- will learn

Don’t go out. It…, it … since 

morning

was raining/was 

raining

is raining/ has 

been raining

rains/ rains has 

rained/rains

I… never… the book. don’t/read have/ read didn’t/ read haven’t/ read

That was fantastic! Definitely 

the __________ of my day

horrible part high point get cracking bright and 

early

Lenny Montano __________ 

how some tricks are done.

speak claimed revealed pretended



Unemployment in a 

developing country generally 

takes place due to:

seasonal factors demand factors 

rather than 

supply

choice of a 

heavy industry 

model for 

economic 

development

lack of 

effective 

demand

He doesn't have the 

experience to _____ such a 

large department.

supervisor conduct conclude surprise

The number of complaints has 

_____ in the last two months.

deducted decreased called allowed

Smoking is a bad _____ of 

yours.

usage habit custom practice

Betty spoke to me _____. the first at last her name German

I must go _____ before the 

shops close.

Shop shopping for shop For shopping

The policeman warned the 

photographer _____ too near.

doesn't come not to come don't come shouldn't 

come

A horrible morning was 

followed by a torrent of rain 

_____ afternoon.

late late in the in late on late

What is capitalism? progressive 

taxation

private 

ownership of 

capital goods; 

price of goods 

are determined 

in a free market

unit bank centralizing of 

government 

control

What is the meaning of the 

word “Capital”

division head wealth payment

A ......... is the person who 

directs, supervises and 

operates a business or a 

section of a business. This 

person is in a management 

position but is not always the 

owner of the company.

accountant manager worker rich man

Whether businesses 

manufacture goods or offer 

services, all of the money 

taken in by a business is 

called…….

net loss revenue costs labor

When companies split up or 

divide workers' tasks so that 

each worker performs one job 

or task, the process is known 

as ..........

labor division assembly line student lines technology

It has rained ____to flood the 

low-lying areas.

enough harder hard enough enough hard quite hard



While John was watching TV, 

Maria _____a book.

have been 

reading

was reading read has read

There are thirty people in the 

room. Twenty are from Latin 

America and ____are from 

____countries.

the other, the 

others

the others, 

other

the others, 

another

another, 

others

_____lake Erie is one of ___ 

five Great Lakes in ___North 

America.

the, the,-- --,the,-- --,the, the the,--,--

We have spent ____ time on 

this homework.

so a much too much too many such many

What is money? economic 

problems

money is a 

highly liquid 

financial asset; 

it is generally 

accepted in 

exchange for 

other goods.

institution 

offering certain 

financial 

services

a small 

container

What functions of money do 

you know?

well-being a medium of 

exchange, a 

standard of 

value, a store of 

value

gambling 

games

measuring the 

revenue

Why do individuals and 

businesses hold money?

make it popular to carry out 

transactions in 

the economy; 

for two 

reasons; money 

is an asset

use in a factory 

or workshop

to deliver

The main characteristics of 

money

it is liquid liquidity It is income return or yield

What is 

M<sub>1</sub>,M<sub>2</s

ub>,M<sub>3</sub>?

high demand three official 

definitions of 

money

sum of 

checkable 

deposits

rate of 

payments

What happens when economy 

experiences growth in 

nominal GNP?

account The number 

and volume of 

transactions 

increase

Causing the 

transactions 

demand for 

money to 

increase

Interest rate 

increase

If ___of you takes a vacation 

now, we will not be able to 

finish that work.

somebody each either anybody

It;s too hot and my hair 

needs_____

be cutting to be cut. to be cutting be cut

She will wear a costume to 

the party, and _____

we too so will we we will too so we will

If we ____ to study, we could 

go out tonight.

hadn’t have didn’t have hadn’t haven’t



What is economics? to keep money It is a social 

sciences 

studying 

production, 

distribution, 

exchange, 

consumption of 

goods and 

services.

It examines 

how to make 

choices.

It tries to 

explain how 

objectives are 

formed.

What are the major fields of 

economy?

Trade macroeconomic

s, 

microeconomic

employment, 

unemployment

supply and 

demand

What does microeconomics 

explain?

Cost supply and 

demand in 

competition; 

wage rates, 

profit margins; 

rental changes

properties of 

matter and 

energy and the 

relationships 

between them

traditionally 

includes 

mechanics, 

optics, 

electricity and 

magnetism, 

acoustics, and What does macroeconomics 

explain?

political party modern 

explanation of 

national 

income; 

employment; 

economic 

strength or 

energy; might; 

power

intellectual, 

social, 

political or 

moral 

influence or 

strengthWhat is the theory of Maynard 

Keynes

individual object the general 

theory of 

employment; 

interest and 

money

distribution of 

income 

according to 

work rather 

than need

economy

How do economics help us? individual 

property

to examine 

trade-offs 

between 

various goods 

and anticipate 

the outcomes of 

changes in 

governmental 

polices

a formal 

agreement or 

contract

paid for by an 

advertiser

_____ we had known that you 

were there, we would have 

written you a letter.

in case if unless had

We hope that they ____ 

yesterday.

had come came come have came

Don’t worry. Some day you 

will get used to ____ English.

have to speak speaking speak have spoken

The girls speak ____ English. enough fluent Fluent fluently quite fluently

Who discussed the word 

“wealth” through four 

aspects?

Lionell Robbins Adam Smith Alfred 

Marshall

Thomas 

Carlyle



Stanley Jevons’s opinion 

about economy.

individual 

behaviour

economics is 

the social 

science that 

explores the 

results of 

peoples acting 

on the basis of 

self-interest

it is production 

of goods

means of 

production, 

distribution, 

and exchange 

are owned by 

the 

community 

collectivelyWho wrote the book “Wealth 

of nations” in 1776?

Thomas Carlyle Adam Smith Alfred 

Marshall

Lionell 

Robbins

Why don’t modern 

economists use Marshall’s 

definition of economics?

to spend the 

major part of 

their life

because the 

boundaries of 

economics 

have expanded 

since Marshall

economics is 

the social 

science

to use of 

limited 

resources is 

changed

How does the high interest 

rate effect on business 

activity?

It may decide to 

memorize one's 

part

It may decide 

to stop its 

activity for a 

time , to 

postpone 

building a new 

It may decide 

to pay for an 

advertiser

It may decide 

to take long-

term loans 

from banks

He has ____ a heavy work 

load that it is difficult for him 

to travel.

like such too so

Before payday, I have ____ 

money as my brother.

so little such little as little as few

You'll stick ____ with the 

pins if you are not careful.

yours Yourself you your

The accident was my fault, so 

I had to pay for the damage 

____the other car.

at to of for

The bus service is very good. 

There is a bus ____ ten 

minutes.

almost every each all

What does GDP emphasize revenue production costs income

What does GNP emphasize? supply income production demand

People often like to have a lot 

of material goods but water, 

food and shelter are basic 

......... people and other 

animals require to stay alive.

plans needs wants desires

What does GNP measure? revenue output supplied 

by the residents

supplied 

production

investment

How the GDP date is useful 

for individuals?

Just for interest To plan how to 

spend their 

saving

To get the 

decision 

whether take or 

not the credit 

from banks

It plays a main 

role in 

choosing the 

appropriate 

job



Whether it's a natural resource 

or not, every possible use of a 

resource is called an ……..

price opportunity shortage costs

I hope they ____ this road by 

the time we come back next 

summer

would have 

repaired

will have 

repaired

would repair will repair

The essay is good _____ for 

the spelling mistakes.

unless except apart besides

Jim suggested that I _____ a 

car

have bought should buy buying would buy

Will he arrive ______ time for 

dinner?

to in at with

Who firstly identified 

definition of business cycle?

J.S Mill Arthur Burns A. Mish kin M. Friedman

An upswing in a business 

cycle when people begin to 

get jobs and to buy more 

products and services is 

called…..

recession recovery depression prosperity

How are business cycles 

dated?

by memorizing according to 

when the 

direction of 

economic 

activity 

when the rate 

of 

unemployment

by measuring 

the output

What actions in economy may 

cause the output of all types of 

goods to fail?

belongs to the 

general heading 

of employment 

reorganization

pessimism 

among 

consumers and 

firms; 

substantial cut 

in government 

to give an 

assurance of 

something to 

someone

a wave of 

optimism 

among 

businesses

The description of cycle. increasing of 

demand

economic 

fluctuation

imperfections 

in the economy

rise of output

How does the high interest 

rate effects on business 

activity?

it may decide to 

belong to fresh 

ideas

it may decide to 

stop its activity 

for a time; to 

postpone 

building a new 

factory

it may decide 

to take long-

term loans

it may decide 

to give an 

assurance of 

something to 

someone

The cyclist was run _____ by 

a motorist.

away down off through

After missing a term through 

illness he had to work very 

hard to _____

catch in catch up catch after catch on

There has been a sharp rise 

_____ the cost of living in the 

past few years.

on in at of

I will not come to London 

until the bus strike ______ 

over

in is will be would be



What does the word 

management mean?

Controlling, 

planning

The art of 

conducting, 

directing

The art of 

conducting

Managing, 

organizing

What are the functions of 

management?

Contributing, 

controlling, 

stabilizing.

Organizing, 

planning, 

commanding, 

controlling

Planning, 

organizing, 

measuring

Commanding, 

controlling, 

initiative

What are modern 

management branches?

the technology 

of the storage 

and 

communication 

of information

human 

resources 

management, 

strategic 

management

structure, 

functioning, 

evolution, 

distribution, 

and 

interrelationshi

ps of living 

aggregates, 

such as 

national 

income, 

consumption, 

and 

investmentWhat is the task of an 

executive team?

Implementation 

and control of 

programs 

designed to 

create, build and 

maintain.

Providing 

overall 

direction to the 

whole 

enterprise

Influencing the 

level and 

composition of 

demand

Carrying out 

mission 

effectively 

and efficiently

What is the marketing 

management?

Allocating 

resourcing so as 

to implement the 

plans.

The practical 

application of 

marketing 

techniques

The process of 

specifying 

organization’s 

objectives

Developing 

places and 

plans to 

achieve these 

objectivesFind about the role of Roland 

Fisher and Thorton C.Fry.

They approached 

the phenomenon 

of management 

from a 

sociological 

perspective

They 

introduced 

statistical 

techniques into 

management

They described 

various 

branches of 

management 

and their 

interrelationshi

ps

They 

combined 

statistical 

theories with 

microeconomi

c theory and 

developed the 

science of 

operations 

researchI don’t want anyone to 

overhear it, but I ______ you 

what happened when we 

_______alone.

would tell, are will tell, are will tell, will 

be

tell, will be

If I had a typewriter I _____ it 

myself.

will type would type would have 

typed

will have 

typed

The old dog just_____ on the 

grass, watching the children at 

play.

lie is lying laid lied

There has not been a great 

response to the sale, _____?

hasn’t it has there does there hasn’t there



What is marketing? Good leaders are 

practical and 

logical. They 

tend to be low in 

sentimental 

attachments and 

comfortable with 

criticism

Analyzing and 

defining a 

qualified 

universe of 

potential users 

or buyers

Customer-

centered

Refers to the 

promotion of 

products, 

especially 

advertising 

and branding

What is product? Each employee 

should receive 

orders from only 

one superior.

The product 

management 

aspect of 

marketing deals 

with the 

specifications 

of the actual 

good or service, 

and how it 

relates to the 

end-user’s 

needs and 

This refers to 

the process of 

setting a price 

for a product, 

including 

discounts

Good leaders 

are practical 

and logical. 

They tend to 

be low in 

sentimental 

attachments 

and 

comfortable 

with criticism

What is pricing? This refers to the 

tiring work

This refers to 

the process of 

setting a price 

for a product, 

including 

discounts

Refers to how 

the product 

gets to 

customer, for 

example: 

retailing

A process 

involving 

certain 

functions and 

work 

activities that 

managers 

must perform 

to achieve an Why will a marketer use the 

Four Ps?

To influence the 

development of 

marketing.

For a marketing 

plan to be 

successful.

To craft a 

marketing plan.

To service to 

market.

Do you know methods of 

marketing?

personal ads Analyzing, 

defining; 

capturing the 

attention of the 

intended buyers

keeping an 

accurate record 

of the accounts

Purchasing, 

subscribing, 

recognizing

If I _________rich, I 

_______travel around the 

world.

were, would 

have

were, would have been, 

would have

am, would

That was the time _______ I 

left him.

after which when where --

If he had not become a teacher 

he _______ to be an actor.

will like would have 

liked

would like liked

If I ______ an umbrella, I 

would have got wet.

did not take had not taken would not 

taken

would not 

have taken

How many general categories 

of economists are there?

two three five four



Who works in trade 

associations & consulting 

organizations?

Bachelor’s 

degree 

economists

business 

economists

government 

economists

academic 

economists

Shares express ownership 

interest and decision making 

power in the ……..

village company society community

What is the task of 

government economists?

to teach, conduct 

research & have 

administrative 

responsibilities.

to serve in a 

wide range of 

positions 

involving 

analysis & 

to work in 

communication

to work trade 

associations & 

consulting 

organizations

If you had asked me, I _____ 

you the truth.

will not tell would not have 

told

could not tell did not tell

I wish you ______ more 

helpful.

are were would be would have 

been

I wish I ____________ you 

then.

had known knew would know would have 

known

You went to bed very late last 

night. You ______ have gone 

to bed earlier.

might should need must

We __________ stop for 

petrol soon. The tank is 

almost empty.

might better had better could better must better

_________ you wait a 

moment, please?

must could might should

Demand amount is... an indicator 

which reflects 

the conduct of 

buyers in the 

market.

the quantity of 

goods or 

services, the 

buyers want 

and able to 

the amount of 

any item, the 

sellers wish 

and able to 

sell;

a factor which 

sets a market 

price for the 

goods or 

services;In accordance with the law of 

demand...

while other 

parameters are 

constant, a 

change on the 

price doesn’t 

influence on the 

quantity 

demanded.

demand 

amount will 

increase when 

the price grows 

and shows an 

upward trend;

while other 

parameters are 

constant, the 

growth on the 

price 

stimulates 

reduction of 

demand;

there is a 

positive 

correlation 

between the 

price and the 

quantity 

demanded;

During the decrease in 

incomes of consumers the 

demand for the items...

doesn’t change; goes down, but 

the demand for 

inferior goods 

rises.

goes down; goes up;

Complements are... consumer goods goods that are 

used together;

pairs of goods, 

which a cut in 

the price of one 

of them leads 

to a rise of 

demand for 

other one;

pairs of goods 

which owns 

the same 

prices;



In law, a company is any 

group of people ______ to 

pursue a common interest.

unites united uniting union

Do you think you _____lend 

me your car until next week?

should could ought must

______ you like a cup of tea? might would do could

Playing the lottery is not 

……as gambling

difference the same different similar

____________ aspects of his 

talk have global applications.

none some one of the any of the

I need to ……… some money 

from the cash machine.

do withdraw make pay

They were_____ . 
studying very 

hardly
learning hardly

studying very 

hard
learnt very hard

It was a long film:____ I was bored it was bored it bored I was borin

It was a long film:___ since 

1964
How far is it how long it is How far is What far is it

There _____ no gas explosions 

here
have been is are were being

I decided to go _____ . to a walk for a walking walk for a walk

When the doorbell ____, I was 

having a bath.
rings ringed rung rang

______ we buy a new car? Going to Shall
Would you like 

that
Do

You___ come tomorrow if you 

have something else to do
needn't to mustn't don't need needn't

He ___ in love with her for over 

a year ago.
falls felled fell has fallen

They ____ dictionaries. haven't some haven't any have no soome have no any

Which sentence is correct?
I study at the 

college

I study on the 

college

I study of the 

college

I study from the 

college

If you can type ____ she can, 

you are very good.
as more quickly as as quickly as as quick as quicker than

I ____ the table for supper. laid layd led lied

I must go ____ before the shops 

close.
shopping to shopping shop for shop

Betty spoke to me _____ . the first German at last her name

The plane arrived _____ the 

airport late on Monday .
in to for at

They told ___ what to do. that he him he to him

Please speak a little more ____ . slow slower slowlier slowly

When the man noticed me, he 

asked me ____ .
how am I a little food my name some water

" Who found that flower in the 

garden?" " I____."
did so did did find found



I'll have to buy ____ trousers. a couple a one a pair of

One of our lawyers ____ the 

case.
had studying has studying was studied

has been 

studying

If you had left me a note, I ___ 

where you were.
had known had been known

would have 

known

would be 

known

The driver ____ to read a 

newspaper while he ___ for the 

light to change.

was starting\has 

waited

had 

started\waited

has started\has 

been waiting

started\was 

waiting

I___ in the garden when I 

suddenly felt a pain.
had been working was working have worked worked

Ask him how much ____ . cost it it costed did it cost it cost

People who organize own and run their own business are called               .a.   investors. a.   dancers.   entrepreneurs. a.   teachers.

He took a shower and _____ 

went to bed.
after than thereby then

____ is often made of wood. Items of furniture furnitures
a piece of 

furnitures
furniture

When ____ give us your final 

decision?
you going to are you will you going out to

She always says that we ___ go 

and see her more often.
ought need would should

Don't you remember that we ___ 

to the cinema tonight?
Go will be gone are going would go

Living here at the top of the 

mountain must be very _____.
alone lonely sole only 

    _____ did you say ____ 

called?
How // you were 

What // how 

were you   

What // you 

were    

What // what 

were you

It was Friday afternoon and the 

shops were full _____ 

customers.

of   by with  in

   It was past midnight, so there were _____ people in the street.less any few a few  

 The tailor made him a new _____.wear dress  suit clothes

     Please ask _____ come and see me.to Bill to   to Bill   Bill Bill to

     This young man can get along not only with girls, but also with _____ parents.their  they’re  their’s theirs

  She said she wouldn't refuse him if he _____ her out again.would ask   asked would have asked   has asked

    What _____ at the ABC cinema tonight?is playing  are they play  is played   is on

____ this word in English?How do you say  what do you say  how is called   how do you call

  Here are your shoes. I _____ them.have just cleaned  did just clean   have just been cleaned  just cleaned

 I'm glad to hear that at least today's _____ cheerful.the news is   news is  the news are   news are

   Is he married or _____? lonely single free alone  

  He wanted to buy 4 _____ eggs and 3 _____.dozen // hundreds sheeps  dozen // hundred sheep  dozens // hundred sheeps 

dozens // 

hundreds 

sheeps
   " _____" "No, her eyes are sore, that's why they are so red.has Sue crying  did Sue cry   Has Sue been crying?had Sue cried

   I'd have collected the money if he _____ asked me.___ had   would have    has

  What are you going to do when you _____ school?complete leave ended finished  

 The problem is _____ in summer.much worse    much more bad     much worst    much more worse

 While everyone else _____, she ____ quietly in the kitchen.laughed//cryed  was laughed//cried   laughed//was cried   

was 

laughi

ng//wa

s 
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   She'll tell us _____. at 11 o'clock this morning  on 11 o'clock this morning   on this morning at 11 o'clock    

11 

o'clock 

in this 

  "How long _____ your new secretary?" "Since 1980."do you know    did you know    have you known     
have you been 

knowing  

  She will have _____ free time from now on.many lot of    few no

  He asked me if I _____ to swim across the river.was able    could  be able    am able

 _____ wanted to see you yesterday.a friend if mine     One of my friend one my friend   a friend of me

 I was just wondering if she _____ about the tragedy.had told   told  had been told  has told

  He used _____ cigarettes, but he doesn't any more.to smoke    smoke to smoking    smoking

 I hope you know that you _____ come with me if you don't want to.don’t need   can’t  don’t have to    musn’t

 "She said she had met my friend two weeks before." "_____ she?"did  hadn’t  has didn’t     

Which group makes and sells goods? consumers traders  producers  servers

A doctor is an example of which type of resource?   natural  human   capital  entrepreneurial

The way people in a state or country use resources to meet their needs.   Economy   Earth   Environment  People

What are human resources?

   the people and 

ideas needed to 

produce 

something

   food, shelter, 

clothing
  water, trees, air, sunbook

Things that people make or grow and sell are called    maps   newspapers    goods liquid

If you’re not sure how much 

money you

have in your account, you can 

just go to your bank and ask 

what your

…. is. 

balance deposit standing order statement

 If you have to make a regular 

payment, like rent, you can ask

the bank to pay this amount for 

you automatically. This 

arrangement is

called a ......

balance deposit standing order statement

Some people spend more money 

than they receive. In other

words, their …. is greater than 

their income, If you take more

money out of the bank than you 

have in your account, you are 

overdrawn.

expenditure income cash record

Some people spend more money 

than they receive. In other

words, their expenditure is 

greater than their ..., If you take 

more

money out of the bank than you 

have in your account, you are 

overdrawn.

expenditure income cash record
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Some people spend more money 

than they receive. In other

words, their expenditure is 

greater than their income, If you 

take more

money out of the bank than you 

have in your account, you are 

…..

counterfoil underdrawn overdrawn crossed

To keep a(an)….. of your 

spending, it’s a good idea when 

you write

a cheque to fill in the counterfoil 

, which stays in the book. 

counterfoil underdrawn overdrawn crossed

To keep an underdrawn of your 

spending, it’s a good idea when 

you write

a cheque to fill in the …., which 

stays in the book. 

counterfoil underdrawn overdrawn crossed

Most cheques

are …. cheques, which means 

that no one else can cash them.

They must be paid into 

someone’s account

counterfoil underdrawn overdrawn crossed

Most cheques

are crossed cheques, which 

means that no one else can 

….them.

They must be paid into 

someone’s account

expenditure income cash overdraw

The first thing I had to do in 

Belfast was to find somewhere 

to

live, if possible a small, one-bed 

roomed ….. 

apartment block flat hotel

I didn’t want to share

a kitchen or toilet; I wanted to be 

independent in my own self- ….

place.

contained rent fee accomodation

She... sure he... in a taxi or in a 

private car
is/had been was/will be would be/was was/would be

The weather... bad for the last 

few days and I think it... even 

cooler

is/is becoming was/became
has been/will 

become

has been/will 

have become

John proposed that we ... the 

experiment as it was time ... the 

contract

stopped/to sign
had stopped/ to 

sign
stop/to sign

would stop/ to 

sign



There’s only …….. housework 

for you to do. I did most of it 

yesterday.

few little a little not much

Be careful! You ... the chair will break are to break is break break

Dear Anita, Thank you for your 

entertaining letter which arrived 

yesterday. I am beginning to feel 

much better now although my 

leg still... if I... too far. Last 

weekend I ….some friends who 

... their summer holidays just up 

the road from here

hurts/walk/visited/

are spending

hurt/walk/shall 

visit/spend

hurt/shall 

walk/visit/were 

spending

hurts/is 

walking/visits/h

ave been spent

Dear Francesca, We... a 

wonderful time here in York. 

We ….here for three days now 

and we … to stay for the rest of 

the week because we 

…..ourselves so much

are having/have 

been/want/are 

enjoying

is having/have 

been/will 

want/were 

enjoying

had/shall 

have/wanted/wa

s enjoying

will have/will 

have/wanting/e

njoyed

It is winter. Everything… with 

snow
is covered covered were covered will cover

The first coins in America... in 

1752. They were not regular in 

shape

are made made were made was made

"I... me test yet today" said Ann. wasn't given
hadn’t been 

given
am not given

haven't been 

given

I... about my father's death 

before my mother returned
shall be told had been told were told have been told

     He doesn't like company. He 

always works _____.
only alone lonely solo

    How long does the train 

_____ from London to 

Edinburgh take?

tour voyage travel journey

They _____ to the theatre twice 

so far his month are were are going have been

   When _____ Mr. Jones? did you meet  you did meet have you met you met

  I feel _____ after all this 

typing. myself terribly tired      terribly tired terribly bad myself terribly bad

We have been waiting for you 

_____. an hour   an hour ago     for an hour since an hour

     Smoking is a bad _____ of 

yours. practice usage habit custom

   "It's a pity you haven't seen 

that play." "But I have, I _____ it 

last week." saw had seen have seen was seen

I can't wait. I'm _____ a hurry. with for on in

     My uncle arrived while I 

_____ dinner. had cooked would cook cook was cooking



    Don't be late _____ your 

music lesson. on for to at

    Do you know _____ I met last 

Saturday? who  with whom that whom ___

   Yesterday I _____ my son's 

trousers. sewed sow sew sawed

  He would be very happy if you 

_____ what he asked. did have done do will do

    I've got a very good _____ 

with the BBC. job profession occupation work

    How long does it _____ to get 

to London? take want make need

    If you _____ to town 

tomorrow, will you do some 

shopping for me? will be going go will go went

   He won't be late, _____ he? will won’t isn’t don’t

    The whole thing is much 

simpler _____ you think. than as what ____ then

    My brother's son is my _____.
nephew son-in-law uncle cousin

     _____ boots were where they 

left them. the three players    three players’ there  the three player’s the three players’

    I haven't seen Jenny _____. since long lastly in the last time  for a long time

 If you hurry, you will be in 

Burton _____ midnight. until on by
while

    I'll wait here _____ 8 o'clock. until  since for by

    He _____. will here be soon soon will be here will be soon here  will be here soon

  Why _____ school yesterday? hasn’t she been at she wasn’t at wasn’t she at
isn’t she gone to

   We went by car and the 

children went _____ foot. by with to on

   It looks _____ rain. for like as so

    It's nice to be _____ friends. by between among under

   If you come, _____ a friend 

with you. fetch take bring lift

     This is _____ restaurant in Bangkok.the more worse the worst worst the worse

    Don't drink so much tea, it's bad _____ your stomach.by for on in

     Please drive _____; you're making me nervous.more slow more slowly slowlier slow

    Can you _____ me five pounds?rent lend borrow do

    Two gangsters entered _____ the bank.in to ___ on

  She spends all her money _____ clothes.on for in to

     Mike is afraid _____ spiders.about of from for

     We met when we were _____.during holiday by holiday on holiday in holiday

    _____ study hard when you were at school?were you had you did you have to must you

     Let's play cards _____ dinner.for since after on



  _____ we spend our holidays at 

the seaside. always every year  recently since two years

     Sorry about the mess - I 

_____ the house. had painted painted have been paintingwill have painted

   We _____ our new car for 

three days when my husband 

crashed it. had have had  have  had had

 "So you started reading Spanish 

novels a year ago." "Well, in 

fact, I _____ read Spanish 

novels before that." got used to ___ have

had

     Yesterday afternoon the 

children were watching the 

video when suddenly a cat 

_____ into the room through the 

open window. had been jumping jumped had jumped was jumped

 The captain of the ocean liner 

has just asked a sailor if _____ 

seen a white whale near the 

African coast. had he ever he has ever   he had ever   he always had

 A fast train runs _____ than a 

slow train. 
fastlier  

 faster    more fastly  more fast

  Only three _____ cheering 

wildly when the American pop 

group appeared on the stage.

hundreds of 

peoples were

hundred peoples were hundred people were   hundreds peoples were

  Be polite if you _____ me to 

help you.
had wanted   

want    will want  would want

 He would have drowned if he 

_____ swim.
had not 

couldn’t have  didn’t know to  hadn’t been able to

The reporter asked the old lady 

if she had spent _____ on toys
any moneys   

any money    some moneys    few money

   Could you tell me when _____ 

on Saturdays?
do shops open     

shops open   are shops open  shops’ opening

  I _____ accepted the job if I 

had known the conditions in the 

factory

would never have  

would have never   never would    wouldn’t have never

    You hardly ever panic, _____ 

you? 
don’t  

have    aren’t do

     You _____ a university 

degree for this job. You'll only 

have to write letters and answer 

the phone.

haven’t got    

mustn’t have  don’t need   needn’t

  That's the tenth whisky you 

_____ this evening.

have been 

drinking   drank   have drunk drink

   Don't disturb me. _____ an 

important report.
I’ll write  

I write    I’ll to write    I’m writing

 After he _____ the answer, the 

judge started to laugh.
had heard   

was heard   was hearing    had been hearing



    Yesterday it _____ 

continuously when I was going 

to the cinema.

was going to rain  

has rained  was raining    had rained

  She knew that Jack _____ well lately.hadn’t been felt   hadn’t been feeling hasn’t been feeling was felt

 -  “___  you  ___  this  film  

yet?”“Yes.”“When  ___  you  

___  it?”

have / seen / have 

/ seen

have / seen / did 

/ see

are / going to 

see / did / see

did / see / have 

/ seen

- ___ you ___ him this week? -

Yes, I ___ him on Sunday.

did / see / saw did / see / have 

seen

do / see / saw have / seen / 

saw





























much more worse



 entrepreneurial





myself terribly bad



the three players’

will be here soon

isn’t she gone to

the worse

in holiday



will have painted

hundreds peoples were

hadn’t been able to

wouldn’t have never

had been hearing


